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Extensively revised and expanded to cover the latest developments in PPP and network technology, this second edition addresses such current topics as:
	PPP in today's telecommunications infrastructure  
	PPP and telephony  
	Optical (SONET/SDH) PPP links  
	The relationship between PPP and routing protocols (such as OSPF)  
	Security services, including RADIUS  
	PPP and L2TP virtual private networks  
	The design of the popular ANU ppp-2.3 implementation 


PPP Design, Implementation, and Debugging, Second Edition, provides an overview of PPP design and operation, and follows PPP in detail through each of its three main stages--link establishment, authentication, and data transmission. Each PPP protocol is described in depth, including LCP (Link Control Protocol), CCP (Compression Control Protocol), and ECP (Encryption Control Protocol). PPP's relationship to other networking protocols is also examined.
  

In addition, this book offers an experience-based troubleshooting guide that describes proven solutions to common PPP problems.
The accompanying CD-ROM contains samples of PPP implementations and many useful    reference documents. 

About the Author
     James Carlson is a member of the Solaris Networking group at Sun Microsystems, Inc., where he is working on the next generation of PPP implementation for Solaris™. Previously he held positions at IronBridge Networks, Bay Networks (Xylogics), and Data General. Mr. Carlson has a M.S./C.S. from Boston University and a B.S./E.E. from Carnegie-Mellon.
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Critical Code: Software Producibility for DefenseNational Academy Press, 2010

	The Committee for Advancing Software-Intensive Systems Producibility was appointed by the
	National Research Council (NRC) and convened under the auspices of the NRC’s Computer Science and
	Telecommunications Board (CSTB) to assess the nature of the national investment in software research
	and, in particular, to consider ways to...
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MCSE 70-293 Exam Cram: Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
MCSA/MCSE 70-293 Exam Cram, Second Edition is the perfect study guide if you need help passing the 70-293 exam. Among exam objectives, you must learn to use remote desktop for administration, manage IIS 6.0, revive a failed server, choose between forest and domain functional levels, and configure software update...
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Managing Software Development with Trac and SubversionPackt Publishing, 2007
Software development - especially for small teams & projects - often ends up unmanaged and suffering from the ever present problem of feature creep. This book presents a simple set of processes and practices that allow you to manage these projects without getting in the way.    This book looks at what is needed to manage software development...
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PHP Team DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Given the nature of the business environment today, organizations that want to build value-added enterprise PHP applications need a team of PHP people rather than an individual. You've got a team! What next? Customizing such applications to meet with organizational objectives and maintaining these applications over time can be quite a tedious task...
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Lights On!: The Science of Power GenerationThe Johns Hopkins University, 2013

	Power generation is a relatively recent concern because humans had little need for sustained power until the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. Today, modern civilization is wholly dependent on the production and distribution of power. Without it, our way of life would be extinguished.


	In Lights On!, Mark Denny reveals the...
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E-Business@Print: Internet-Based Services and Processes (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2005
The Internet has created new business areas for the graphic arts industry: Information is formatted to be published both on paper and on-line and new forms of cooperation with customers and co-producers develop. The author gives a broad review of new services and processes, the Internet has made possible. The reader gains insight into the existing...
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